Our business is driven by the collective talent, experience and commitment.
Viho INC is a complete software solutions provider. Our greatest asset is our highly Qualified Employees. Our domain experts in every solution area have the know-how to help our customers worldwide address their specific business problems and lower their total cost of IT ownership. We provide value added services to our clients by focusing on project management and technology planning.
Viho provides information technology and automation solutions cutting across business, finance, pharma, healthcare. Its domain knowledge, talent pool, expertise, and goodwill are unrivaled. Viho has capabilities to build, deliver and support Enterprise Applications and Custom Software Solutions. Viho’s services include Data Mining, Data Migration, Business Applications, Visual Simulation, and Analytics in different domains covering niche areas like Life science and Healthcare. Viho follows best IT practices approach for building and delivering quality solutions to customers.

What makes an ideal strategic partner? It begins with leadership and always results in delivering the highest quality work. Viho understands the key components of partnership: from sufficient scale and a strong financial profile to technology leadership and strong client management by the best teams.

When it comes to business challenges, one size clearly doesn’t fit all. Specific problems demand specific solutions. And the solutions that give you the most value come packaged with the right functionality, so they require less customization, shorter implementation times, and fewer IT resources to maintain.

**Our strength**

- High responsiveness
- Mature Software development
- Transparent and controllable visibility at all phases of the project
- On-time and within budget delivery
- Global application delivery model
**Vision**
To be the most admired and respected technology company providing “Best Value” IT solutions and Services.

**Mission**
To achieve the leadership position in our focus domains and geographies with a continued commitment to enhance services to its customers.

**Core Value**
Clients first - We exist because of our clients. Reliability and transparency - committed to be ethical, transparent and reliable in all our operations.
Viho has been taken pioneer steps in providing IT Solution and Services in the education domain. This is reflected by its online testing services Tellystudy.com, Tellyquest.com, Tellytek.com. Our strong belief that technology can improve and bring knowledge to everybody has led to investment in people and technology in this domain.

We have tied up with a team of Education provider as well as specialists to collaborate in developing new tools and application for student community. Our education focus has been global as we are planning to launch TellyStudy.com’s services in multiple countries by the end of 2010.
iAnalyzerICD

In Healthcare domain, Viho focus lies in meeting the regulatory challenges faced by both Patient care as well as insurance companies. Our pioneer product iAnalyzerICD along with our team of experienced consultants, help companies to adapt to the new regulatory requirement of ICD 10 migration.

iAnalyzerICD is geared towards reducing the risk and cost associated with the migration of the systems, database and workflows to the new standards. Our team is in constantly working with our clients and partners to bring in similar value adding tools and methodologies to meet our healthcare customers.
telRouter

telRouter is an fully integrated and tested PBX solution. This PBX is both practical as well a sensible option. It offers the stability of an enterprise PBX without sacrificing the simplicity of an icon based administration. It can easily be integrated with your existing infrastructure or even function as your primary PBX. With best of both the worlds, VoIP and PSTN this solution provides flexibility and rich features which is essential for your business.

telRouter uses your existing network to manage phone conversations saving you the cost of added network setup and maintenance. All the while keeping to the highest standards of sound quality. In essence, this new generation of telephony gives businesses the scalability of high end PBX systems whilst keeping expenses to a minimum.

From a customized digital receptionist to a fully integrated voicemail server, telRouter provides all the telephony features (and more) that are required for a business in today’s technology driven economy. All administrative functions like setting up the dial-by-name company directory can be managed via a browser based interface.
iONA

Get everyone in your IT company literally on the same page fast when it comes to internal process management and quickly experience improved efficiency as well as cost effectiveness. Synching up all your personnel and all related departments such as Human Resources and Accounting with key activities such as hiring & testing, timekeeping & auditing, keeping up-to-date on LCA (Labor Condition Application)/Department of Labor Compliance, and document management can be a daunting often impossible task. Yet building a solid internal process management system is vital to your company’s success, especially growing businesses.

IONA is a web app you, your key management, and your employees can easily access online through our website http://www.ionalogin.com. No software needs to be downloaded or installed. Pop open your browser and go.

You, your assigned administrators, and employees (permanent and contract) will find registration simple and secure. Once you are set-up, your company will have 10 well thought-out modules to streamline all your internal process management activities, including (click on links for additional details):

- Dashboard – the hub of our system
- Employees – a bird’s eye view of all of your employees as well as their statuses
- Customer – centralize your client records
- Vendor – organize and keep your vendor records up-to-date
- Sales – Track your sales
- TimeSheet – automated timekeeping for your employees
- Invoice – automate billing and accounting between your employees and clients
- HR – centralize your internal Human Resource functions
- Immigration – where IONA shines, manage all necessary documents to keep your company and employees compliant to current immigration and labor regulations
- Personal Information – all your employee information from supporting documents, education and work history, and immigration statuses in one easily accessible place
Keiko

Keiko is a standalone plug-in for Bank reconciliation. This plug-in is capable of doing some amazing things which make your experience with Bank reconciliation more exciting by providing some unique set of functionalities.

This plug-in is designed for the Bank reconciliation user in order to automate some of the accounting functions which would enable the user to complete their work quickly and efficiently.
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